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Abstract Remit 
How the heck did Nelson City Council convince the government to contribute $700,000 dollars to its five year 
forward footpath construction programme?  

No one had ever obtained funding before for local authority footpath work, so what brought about Land Transport 
NZ (LTNZ) change of heart?  

The answer is quite simple, no one had asked in the right way. 
   
Nelson City Council had an ambitious forward work programme of new footpath construction.  The important 
question, which every local authority must face, is how to pay for it.  It had over 18km of existing local urban road 
without any footpath.  This presented a significant impediment to commuter pedestrians and led to a pedestrian 
crash rate.  

Nelson City engaged Opus consultants to look at innovative ways to obtain government assistance for this work.  
Opus adopted a top down approach, which ultimately proved successful.  Nelson City obtained capital funding 
approval from LTNZ in March 2007 for  a five year footpath construction programme commencing in July 2007 of 
$1.3 Million at a FAR of 53%.  

Opus developed a commuter pedestrian prediction model, an innovative crash prediction model and selected 
footpaths within the Nelson programme, which were likely commuter routes.  

Through this paper we would like to share our footpath  economic evaluation funding technique and suggest that 
other local authorities could obtain similar funding to assist their capital programme.  I believe this paper will 
generate significant interest within local government, as it will helps to show new ways to fund sustainable transport 
initiatives of Councils.  

This paper will be of interest to local government asset managers, elected representatives and consultants.      
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